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Socialist Realism in North Vietnam

Pursuit of individuality and expressive art in South Vietnam

Transformation in visual arts under doi moi

Dong Son

“were, and still are, most apparent in the architectural landscape and 
the adoption of western styled clothing.”

Binh Tanh House - Ho Chi Minh (North Vietnam) http://
www.dezeen.com/2013/08/13/binh-thanh-house-by-vo-trong-nghia-
and-sanuki-nishizawa/  ‘six-storey Binh Thanh House for three 
generations of a single family, adding curved concrete ceilings, a spiral 
staircase and gardens on each floor’

Live with family

Anh House  - Ho Chi Minh (North) http://www.dezeen.com/
2013/08/28/anh-house-by-sanuki-nishizawa/ ‘four-storey family 
residence is 21 metres deep but just four metres wide, typical of the 
tube houses that are common throughout Vietnam’s cities’

‘The incorporation of outside values and styles was justified by the 
drive to modernity which, at the time, was considered to play a crucial 
role in Vieät-Nam’s struggle for independence from Chinese cultural 
domination.’

‘The success of borrowing and adapting western principles at the Fine 
Arts College of Indochina led to the reverence of foreign 
methodologies and the desire to be a disciple.1 This desire destroyed 
creativity, as the next phase in history witnessed.’

‘Accompanied by the two Indochina wars and the cold war atmosphere, 
Vietnamese Socialist Realism was a force fighting against western 
imperialism and employed artists and the arts as instruments of 
propaganda in the ideological struggle to unify the masses with ‘art for 
humanities sake’.’

Endorsed officially from 1954, started 48

‘Artists’ activities were monitored and visual culture was pared down, 
effectively depriving society of its colourfulness. It neither offered nor 
tolerated any style other than Realism and imposed narrative content 
over form.’

Bureaucracy

‘First, administrative measures imposed this doctrine on artists, which 
for many, was contrary to their own practice. Frequently, deviation from 
this doctrine was punished by ‘re-education’ and artistic initiative was 
extremely limited in this period. Second, never before in Vietnamese 
history had the nation systematically followed foreign art policies as 
when imitating from the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of 
China, in the name of methodology. Artistic creativity and self-
reflection were suppressed toward a collective identity which was the 
imperative in society, to the extent that individuality and artistic 
experimentation all but disappeared.’

Collective Identity

Protectionism/Exceptionalism

‘The people’s struggles, production and life are the impetus for the 
development of the national art, and not the influences of foreign 
countries. The national art, apart from fighting against the art of 
reactionary ruling classes, must oppose the spreading impact of 
external cultures save for a selective reception of the essence of 
foreign arts.’

Design Industry

Design Industry

Hong Kong

Manufacturing
Centralised

Manufacturing

Relatively decentralised

Formation of Fine Art College of Saigon, 1954

‘Subsequent to North Vieät-Nam’s triumphant victory over the South in 
1975, Socialist doctrine was propagated as the only means to Vieät-
Nam’s independence from the West and held a totalitarian influence 
over Vietnamese arts for more than half a century. Art that espoused 
Western values, which was particularly the case in the South, was 
deemed ‘decadent’ and ‘bourgeois’ and, consequently, prejudicially 
evaluated or erased from Vieät-Nam’s art history.’

‘artists practiced in a different social environment and had greater 
autonomy which led to the expressive art of Modernism and a 
diversity of styles. On the one hand, artists carried on the tradition of 
pre- colonial art, as exemplified in temples and the colonial values as 
taught in the Academy of Fine Arts. On the other hand, they pursued 
various ‘isms’ and abstract art with the intention of speaking the 
universal language of art. Thus, the arts of the South retained positive 
aspects of art creation: the search for new forms of expression and 
innovation.
‘

1986 reform policy

‘In the psyche of post-war reconstruction, modernity again became the 
impetus in Vietnamese society, this time expressed by an explosion of 
artistic pluralism and internationalism.’

Saw themselves as behind, needing to catch up

‘architecture and clothing took on vibrant international values and 
western consumerism held sway.’

 ‘At the same time, the State retained control of the arts through 
censorship and art education but its rigid grip began to loosen and 
Socialist Realism began to fade. The role of the French-run art school 
was reappraised and colonial artworks regained their reputation. Yet, it 
is still the case that the arts of the South are largely overlooked, even 
today.’

As a result of doi moi, in the 1990s a Vietnamese art market developed 
with links to the international art world, Vietnamese paintings became 
profitable, and, to some extent, were overrun by commercialisation.

Characteristics (aesthetic changes occur when…)

Contact with outsiders

Dominations, War - fear of assimilation

To disguise fear, turn towards tradition
‘Let’s return to have a bath in our pond, Whether it’s transparent or not,
Ours is more preferable.’

’This fear of assimilation was exploited during the second Indochina 
war and the first decade after reunification when the Socialist 
government applied strict prohibitions on foreign cultural production 
and so heightened Vietnamese xenophobia.’

Ongoing Pursuit of modernity

‘general experience in Asian art and obviously imported from the 
West.’

Held behind, colonialism, socialism

‘Romanticism, for instance, was practiced in France in mid 19th 
century, but did not come to Vieät-Nam until the 1930s, Abstract art 
appeared in Europe at the beginning of 20th century, but was only 
practiced in Vieät-Nam as a movement in the late 1980s’

Undeveloped social contexts that incite art movements

‘for instance, Expressionist art, can only emerge when there is room 
for subjectivity; there was no art market in the western sense of the 
term. But, although Modernism was totally banned in North Vieät-Nam 
for nearly half a century, the search for modernity became more 
intense because it had to go underground.’

Tradition and how it influences the Vietnamese approach to absorbing 
changes

‘Vietnamese aesthetics rarely breaks abruptly from the past; new art 
movements are usually merged with traditional Vietnamese practices.’

‘While primitivism in French art exploits the design, colours and forms 
from other non- western cultures as in the case of Gauguin and 
Picasso, Vietnamese artists refer to tradition, namely folk art, more or 
less as a category of anthropology in that they excavate and preserve 
the traditional imagery. Art students are trained in this practice from 
their first year in a unit in drawing, ‘copying ancient motifs’.’

Good and bad - taken too far under Socialism, delayed exploration of 
social issues

‘the covers on the first six issues for 2004 of Myõ Thuaät magazine, 
the official voice of the Vieät-Nam Fine Arts Association, all have 
reproductions of artworks from the 1940s to the 1960s.’

Education
‘Art lecturers, like other tertiary educators, work at two or three jobs in 
order to compensate for the meagre salary from their official 
employment.’

Not northern china

Kung fu movies International crossover

Hong Kong CInema

North vs South

Relative abundance
Viewed as more cultured than the north

Appreciation for art and foreign things a result of agricultural surplus

South in both freer and more ‘cultured’ than North

Comparative abundance of south over north

Government in the north, so marginalisation of the South over time

History

Early Imperial China - 220BC to 220AB

Terracotta warriors

Jade suits of armor

gilt bronze

Period of division (220AD  - 581AD)
Buddhism

Statuary

DISCOURSE: Ecological aesthetics

Reconsidering the Issue of Natural Beauty in Contemporary Chinese 
Aesthetics
LIU Cheng-ji(Philosophy Dept.,Peking University,Beijing 
100871;Literature School,Zhengzhou University,Zhengzhou 
450001,China)  
Ecological aesthetics is one of the hot spots in the aesthetic circle of 
China in recent years.The discussion of the issue is conducive to the 
reconsideration of the beauty of nature,but whether ecology has 
concern with aesthetics is most likely to arouse doubts,for ecological 
beauty cannot replace natural beauty.The discussion of ecological 
aesthetics is significant not because it has contributed to the founding 
of a new discipline,but because it has furthered our understanding of 
natural beauty and has laid down the philosophical foundation of a 
new natural aesthetics,which has three characteristics: 1) the sphere 
of natural beauty has been widened;2) the nature of natural beauty 
has been redefined;3) the relationship between man and nature has 
been reestablished.http://en.cnki.com.cn/Article_en/CJFDTOTAL-
ZZDX200605029.htm

Struggling to innovate and grow, rapidly assimilating Western values, 
but possibly leading to mimicry rather than innovation.

Huangxi 

Bamboo Network

China and Vietnam Connections

‘After both sides resumed trade links in 1991, growth in annual 
bilateral trade increased from only US$32 million in 1991 to almost 
USD $7.2 billion in 2004.[26] By 2011, the trade volume had reached 
USD $25 billion.[27] It is predicted that China will become Vietnam’s 
largest single trading partner, overtaking the United States, by 2030.’

Exports

2011 guangdong exports as high as south koreas   - 380bn http://
www.economist.com/content/chinese_equivalents - 

hong kong equivalent to sri lanka - same gdp as indonesia - 700bn

East v West
Incremtalism,Consensus vs Radicalism,Bold Innovation

Attitudes towards failures

Individualist push away from China.

Education - vietnam

‘The art curricula for all art schools are obsolete with strong emphasis 
on drawing 11 and ideology.12 Apart from Aesthetics, mainly relating 
to Socialist Realism, five compulsory subjects indoctrinate students 
into socialist ideology: Marxist-Leninist Political Economics, Scientific 
Socialism, Marxist Leninist Philosophy, History of Vietnamese 
Communist Party, Policies of Culture and Arts and Literary Theories 
and from the academic year 2003-2004, Hoà Chí Minh’s Thoughts 
became another obligatory discipline in the curricula.’

Move in both towards always incorporating tradition/folklore

Wu Wei Laissez faire Economics
History of Northern governmental control

Discourses around amount of intervention that is ideal, degree of 
control that is ideal

Aesthetics of Density - Hong Kong in particular, all cities are growing

‘residential highrise typology pervasive in contemporary Hong Kong is 
the descendent of a 1950’s transcultural hybridization of the 
traditional Cantonese urban shophouse and the modern European 
“existenzminimum” concept.1
http://people.virginia.edu/~pc4v/pdf/009_transcultural_hybrid.pdf'

Megacity developing in Pearl River Delta
Nine cities merging to be one, 42million people, huge GDP, huge 
footprint

Changes

In the fifth to sixth century the Northern Dynasties, rather removed 
from the original sources of inspiration, tended to develop rather 
symbolic and abstract modes of representation, with schematic lines. 
Their style is also said to be solemn and majestic. The lack of 
corporeality of this art, and its distance from the original Buddhist 
objective of expressing the pure ideal of enlightenment in an 
accessible, realistic manner, progressively led to a research towards 
more naturalism and realism, leading to the expression of Tang 
Buddhist art.

Calligraphy Highest form of painting

The Sui and Tang dynasties (581–960 AD)

As a consequence of the Dynasty’s openness to foreign trade and 
influences through the Silk Road, Tang dynasty Buddhist sculpture 
assumed a rather classical form, inspired by the Greco-Buddhist art of 
Central Asia.

However, foreign influences came to be negatively perceived towards 
the end of the Tang dynasty.

In the year 845, the Tang emperor Wu-Tsung outlawed all “foreign” 
religions (including Christian Nestorianism, Zoroastrianism and 
Buddhism) in order to support the indigenous Taoism. He confiscated 
Buddhist possessions and forced the faith to go underground, 
therefore affecting the ulterior development of the religion and its 
arts in China.

primary subject matter of painting was the landscape, known as 
shanshui (mountain water) painting. In these landscapes, usually 
monochromatic and sparse, the purpose was not to reproduce exactly 
the appearance of nature but rather to grasp an emotion or 
atmosphere so as to catch the “rhythm” of nature.

Ancient, prehistory culture. Strongly influences modern aesthetics

Dong Yuan, active Souther Tang painter

Dong Yuan was an active painter in the Southern Tang Kingdom. He 
was known for both figure and landscape paintings, and exemplified 
the elegant style which would become the standard for brush painting 
in China over the next 900 years. As with many artists in China, his 
profession was as an official where he studied the existing styles of Li 
Sixun and Wang Wei. However, he added to the number of techniques, 
including more sophisticated perspective, use of pointillism and 
crosshatching to build up vivid effect.

Dongtian Mountain Hall (洞天⼭山堂图). National Palace Museum, Taipei. 

The Song and Yuan dynasties (960–1368)

landscapes of more subtle expression appeared; immeasurable 
distances were conveyed through the use of blurred outlines, 
mountain contours disappearing into the mist, and impressionistic 
treatment of natural phenomena. Emphasis was placed on the spiritual 
qualities of the painting and on the ability of the artist to reveal the 
inner harmony of man and nature, as perceived according to Taoist and 
Buddhist concepts.

With the fall of the Song dynasty in 1279, and the subsequent 
dislocation caused by the establishment of the Yuan dynasty by the 
Mongol conquerors, many court and literary artists retreated from 
social life, and returned to nature, through landscape paintings, and by 
renewing the “blue and green” style of the Tang era.

The later Yuan dynasty is characterized by the work of the “Four Great 
Masters” - still landscapes.

Late imperial China (1368–1911)

New China art (1912–1949)

Communist and socialist art (1950-1980s)

Redevelopment (Mid-1980s – 1990s)

Ming

Narrative painting, with a wider color range and a much busier 
composition than the Song paintings, was immensely popular during 
the time.

Appropriating European techniques of perspective and shading

Leaf album painting of flowers, a butterfly, and a twisted rock 
sculpture, by Chen Hongshou (1598–1652).

Qing Orthodox style vs Individualist Same theories in terms of technique, difference in subject matter.

Shanghai school

The Shanghai School is a very important Chinese school of traditional 
arts during the Qing Dynasty and the 20th century. Under efforts of 
masters from this school, traditional Chinese art reached another 
climax and continued to the present in forms of “Chinese painting” (中
国画), or guohua (国画) for short. The Shanghai School challenged and 
broke the literati tradition of Chinese art, while also paying technical 
homage to the ancient masters and improving on existing traditional 
techniques. Members of this school were themselves educated literati 
who had come to question their very status and the purpose of art, and 
had anticipated the impending modernization of Chinese society. In an 
era of rapid social change, works from the Shanghai School were 
widely innovative and diverse, and often contained thoughtful yet 
subtle social commentary. 

This period immediately followed the defeat of China in the First 
Opium War by the British Empire and opened several ports, such as 
Shanghai, to foreign trade. This period was further destabilized by the 
Taiping Rebellion and the unequal treaties propagated by the 
promulgated by European imperialists. Shanghai, as an open city, 
became a sort of Asian melting pot where the various European 
powers could freely express their influence on the city. In turn, this 
influence gave rise to a new middle class which supported a new style 
of art known as the Shanghai school.

The Shanghai School was unable to gain significant traction against 
the traditional painting style because of greater Western interest (and 
money) in the Literati tradition.

New Culture Movement

‘They called for the creation of a new Chinese culture based on global 
and western standards, especially democracy and science. 

Vernacular literature
An end to the patriarchal family in favor of individual freedom and 
women’s liberation
View that China is a nation among nations, not as a uniquely 
Confucian culture.
 The re-examination of Confucian texts and ancient classics using 
modern textual and critical methods, known as the Doubting Antiquity 
School
Democratic and egalitarian values
An orientation to the future rather than the past

New Culture intellectuals advocated and debated a wide range of 
cosmopolitan solutions that included science, technology, 
individualism, music and democracy, leaving to the future the question 
of what organization or political power could carry them out. The anti-
imperialist and populist violence of the mid-1920s soon overwhelmed 
New Culture intellectual inquiry and cultural programs.

“Mountain Beauty” - a landscape colour painting by Ong Schan Tchow

Art declined, individuality declined

If the art was presented in a manner that favored the government, the 
artists were heavily promoted. Vice versa, any clash with communist 
party beliefs would force the artists to become farmers via “re-
education” processes under the regime.

Destruction of the four olds

Socialist Realism

Traditional Painting revival due to Hundred Flowers Campaign

Peasant art proliferated for the first time

Old Customs, Old Culture, Old Habits, and Old Ideas

    “beating down the bad elements”
    “beating down imperialism”
    “beating down foreign religion”
    “beating down Jesus following”
    “beating down the counter revolutionists”

Examples of Chinese architecture were destroyed, classical literature 
and Chinese paintings were torn apart, and Chinese temples were 
desecrated.

Red Guards even broke into the homes of the bourgeois and destroyed 
paintings, books, and furniture; all were items that they viewed as part 
of the Four Olds.

Not openly sanctioned by the Govt

Qi Baishi, one of the Shrimp series

Contemporary Chinese art (中国当代艺术, Zhongguo Dangdai Yishu) 
often referred to as Chinese avant-garde art, continued to develop 
since the 1980s as an outgrowth of modern art developments post-
Cultural Revolution

Art exhibitions deemed controversial have been routinely shut down 
by police, and performance artists in particular faced the threat of 
arrest in the early 1990s.

Strange reflexive relationship with market forces

Traditional subjects

Adopted as subjects through Asia

the orchid, the bamboo, the chrysanthemum, and the plum blossom.

The Four Gentlemen

Han Yajuan: Fashion Ensemble. Oil on Canvas, 2010 (180 cm x 360 
cm).

Shinkansen

Desire to appropriate Western ideas, possibly values

4 Dominations China constantly domination Vietnamese region in post BC era

3 ‘Kingdoms’
North, Central and South. Different accents to the point on mutual 
unintelligibility.

Westernisation

Growing middle class

Appropriation of what works

Some level of mimicry, superficialism

A turn to tradition at times to push back, or attempt to understand

‘One Confucian land’ concept drove One China policy 

investment in industry seen as strong growth driver

Do not educate the peasants

Tao - the unity above the duality

Great Whole

Five Constants:

    Rén (仁, humaneness);
    Yì (義, righteousness or justice);
    Lǐ (禮, proper rite);
    Zhì (智, knowledge);
    Xìn (信, integrity).

Four Virtues:

    Zhōng (忠, loyalty);
    Xiào (孝, filial piety);
    Jié (節, continency);
    Yì (義, righteousness).

More: chéng (誠, honesty), shù (恕, kindness and forgiveness), lián (廉, 
honesty and cleanness), chǐ (恥, shame, judge and sense of right and 
wrong),yǒng (勇, bravery), wēn (溫, kind and gentle), liáng (良, good, 
kindhearted), gōng (恭, respectful, reverent), jiǎn (儉, frugal), ràng (讓, 
modestly, self-effacing).

Social harmony results in part from every individual knowing his or 
her place in the natural order, and playing his or her part well

Graphic Design undevelopedWebsites ‘ugly’

Statistics

7.5% Growth Rate

90 million + people

Success in investing requires interpersonal relationships, attracting the 
right partners,  and overcoming challenges including corruption, low 
levels of education and skills, poor infrastructure, bureaucratic 
backlogs, and limited transparency and predictability.

GDP (nominal) 2013 estimate
 -  Total $170.020 billion[3] (58th)
 -  Per capita $1,895.576[3] (134th)

Gini: 35.6

Apple sales tripled in recent quarter

Communes

Craft as a backbone for manufacturing and product development

Buy on trust over price

Shanzai industry dying, being stamped out

Creative Industries 3-5% of GDP

Some issues with copyright, IP

Walmart changing their strategy - being cheapest is failing

Moving from manufacturing to being an idea based economy - a goal, 
at least. 10% GDP from creative industries is the goal.

Creating of new board at stock exchange to better handle innovative 
industries

10,000 + graduates each year, few find jobs

Creativity lags behind

Greater internal consumption, reduced exports, increased imports

‘Discourses on Salt and Iron’: Militarism/Bureacracy vs laissez faire

Statistics - just Guangdong

Crossroads, gateway - window to China

most of Hong Kong’s design service providers were engaged in the 
multimedia, visual and graphic design sector (35% of share), followed 
by the interior and furniture design sector (32%) and the industrial 
design sector (11%) - See more at: http://hong-kong-economy-
research.hktdc.com/business-news/article/Hong-Kong-Industry-
Profiles/Design-Industry-in-Hong-Kong/hkip/en/
1/1X000000/1X006NBS.htm#sthash.UkLQbrdf.dpuf

GDP (2013) CNY 6.22 trillion
US$ 1.015 trillion[3] (1st)
 - per capita CNY 58,712
US$ 9,578 (8th)

105 million plus population

Fast Growing: Year Gross domestic product
1980 24,521
1985 55,305
1990 140,184
1995 538,132
2000 966,223
2008 3,570,000
2009 3,908,159
2010 4,596,300

Large underground service economy helped rapid rise following lifting 
of restrictions

12% of national GDP

1/4 of foreign trade

most populous province in China

The story of contemporary art in Vietnam is not mere celebration of 
progression, as such. Phan views the contemporary as the age of 
skepticism and disjunction, in which the concerns of young artists are 
no longer about recovery from the war, the subsidy system, traditional 
culture, and modernism, like in ‘the good old days’, but about how to 
be recognized for one’s talent by causing a shock, focusing on 
environmental issues, free sex and unemployment. As an educator 
who has witnessed the rise of the new generation, he defines young 
artists as artists who are born after 1978 up to 1990s, having no 
memory of the war and no interest in politics, philosophy/religion and 
modernism, but rather in the ambiguity of everyday life.  These 
Generation X artists wish to become international rather than just 
regional artists and seldom limit themselves solely to art. - http://
www.aaa.org.hk/Diaaalogue/Details/497

Reformists

Modernists

‘The reformist view was based on the Confucian ideal which sought to 
bring about the betterment of man by conformity with fundamental 
moral principles. To achieve this, they wished to reduce controls, 
demands for service, and taxation to a minimum. The reformists’ 
criticism of the monopolies largely centered on the idea that the state 
“should not compete with the people for profit”, as it would tend to 
oppress the citizenry while doing so; mercantile activity were not 
“proper activities for the state”.’

‘Justified the imposition of controls on the grounds that they would 
thus wrest profits from wealthy private merchants that could pose a 
threat to the state and bring them into state coffers; particularly, 
modernists claimed that industrialists in salt and iron were “brutal and 
tyrannical”, and who employed thousands of workers that could 
potentially become rebels. The modernists took the view that with its 
iron monopoly the state could effectively distribute tools of good 
quality for the use of the peasant, as well as stabilizing the price of 
many essential goods. They also claimed that private workshops were 
too small, unspecialized and poorly equipped.’

Guangdong

12% growth rate for creative industries - http://
www.chinadaily.com.cn/kindle/2013-12/31/content_17207301.htm

130 industrial parks

the world’s workshop with a baddish reputation

Transcultural Hybridisation

Vietnam heavily Sinicised, both rapidly Westernising

History marked by fear of assimilation, but also appropriation of other 
cultural practices. 

Entrepreneurialism

Translocalism

Migrants move, overseas as well

Movement of ideas, culture as well as people

Translocal China: Linkages, Identities and the Reimagining of Space
 edited by Tim Oakes, Louisa Schein

Turn towards tradition, and occasionally briefly away
Shanghai School - forced back to tradition

Aesthetics goes back to tradition in uncertain times
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